Animated UI Transitions and Perception of Time – a User Study on Animated Effects on a Mobile Screen
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ABSTRACT

The capability to present advanced graphics in the present mobile devices can be utilized to improve their usability and overall user experience. Mobile devices have limitations compared to PCs due to their inferior computing power and small screens, but a successful design of animated transitions can hide processing delays and make the user experience smoother. In this paper, we describe the design of animated transitions and present a user study on how they are perceived. The results show that in the transition between two images, bringing up the next image earlier dominates the perception of a fast transition over other variables examined in the study.
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INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices introduce special challenges for user interface (UI) designers because of their limiting physical form factor and technical performance, which is inferior to a PC. One way to overcome the challenges in UIs has been to apply multimodality, and, e.g., adding auditory cues [5] has been found to improve usability. The possibilities in graphics design have also improved with increased display resolutions and increased computing power that allows the use of more advanced graphics. In this paper, we investigate the use of animations to gain an understanding on the optimal characteristics for screen transition design.
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There were two phones on the screen of the test application. The phone on the left showed the first transition and the one on the right showed the second transition. The number code was only for moderator use.

There were three variables that were changed during the tests:

- Three different timings for changing the screen shot (equal, late and early), see Figure 2.
- 25% difference in total duration (fast vs. slow)
- Zoom effect (with or without zoom)

In the actual study we had a total of 24 combinations of transitions to compare. Three of them contrasted different timings only, nine varied timing and total duration, and the remaining 12 compared the timing and zoom effect in the fade out section at least in one of the transitions. Unanimated transitions, such as direct switch from one GUI state to another, were not included in the comparisons. With an animated transition, the UI response is immediate in contrast to the unanimated null case. With the transition delays we used, the results would have been trivial. The earlier research on progress indicators, e.g. [3, 7] have also omitted this test setting.

To reduce the effect of possible favoring of either the first or the second one, the research program randomized the order of the pairs in every comparison. Time scale changed randomly by a maximum of 20% between tasks to prevent the learning effect, so the shortest transitions were 1.4 seconds long and the longest 2.2 seconds. The average durations of slow and fast transitions were 2.0 and 1.6 seconds, respectively.

The user triggered the transitions by pressing a button on the laptop. The screen turned black immediately after the transition was over. After both transitions in the pair had been shown, and the user had expressed her rating by stating it verbally to the test moderator, the user could move to the next pair by pressing a button on the laptop.

The study included 26 participants, involving both people working full time (the majority) and university students. Sixteen of the participants were male and 10 female, and their age varied between 23 and 52. Sixteen of the total number had corrected vision.
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**ANALYSIS**

Because we gathered only votes of which transition was perceived as the faster one, the data was binary. There was only one void answer in the set of 624 comparison tasks. After collecting the data, we compared transitions to each other in eight different groups. Six were comparing each timing to the other ones, and two were measuring zoom and the fast-slow difference without timing variation.

Table 1 presents the statistical results of comparing the transition variables. The statistical significance was calculated by means of binomial test.

The first row (marked gray), compares the perceived duration of transition (see Figure 2) when no other effect (i.e. zoom or duration) was used. In a portion of 81% (i.e 42 of the total of 52) of the cases, the Early transition was perceived as the fastest one when compared to the transition cases Equal and Late (pairs 1. and 3., see Figure 4.) Correspondingly, 31% of transition cases Late were perceived faster than the transition cases Early and Equal.

Table 1 also shows the statistics of the comparison between transition timing and zoom effect. When both transitions had a zoom effect, the Early timing was again perceived as
the faster one in 92% of the cases where it was compared to the Equal or Late transition timings. Moreover, when the zoom effect was applied to the Early timing, but not to the Equal and Late ones, the Early timing was again perceived as the fastest one (87% of the cases). The same results (87% of respondents perceiving Early as the faster transition) was found with the symmetrical case, i.e. when the Early timing having no zoom effect was compared against the transitions of Equal and Late timing with zoom.

Interestingly, adding the zoom effect in the disappearing image with the Equal or Late timing made the transition feel slower. This can be seen from results that are circled with a dashed line in Table 1. The bottom row presents a situation, where Late has no zoom, and Early/Equal have zoom. Here, Late is perceived faster in 23% of the cases. However, if also Late has zoom (as well as Early/Equal), Late is perceived faster only in 15% of the cases. Moreover, if only the Late transition has zoom and it is compared against Early/Equal with no zoom, Late is perceived faster only in 10% of the cases.

This finding is also supported by the results of the pair 24 in Figure 4, as the zooming in Late transition was perceived faster in only 35% of the cases when compared against Late transition with no effect.

Table 1. Proportions of the favored cases. Statistically significant results are bolded (p<.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing Only</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom Against No Zoom</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Zoom Against Zoom</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Proportions of favored transition parameters. Statistically significant results are bolded (p<.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fast</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. shows the proportions of user preferences when the duration of the corresponding pair was either prolonged or shortened against its counterparts. This unveils the anticipated result that the fast transitions were also perceived faster than the slower ones.

The results reveal that the participants perceived the transitions with Early timing (i.e., that the latter screenshot was brought to the screen early) as faster ones. Even with the zoom effect, the Late timing was perceived slower. The same happened for both slow and fast transitions. (See the results circled with solid line, Table 1 and 2).

In Figure 4, all comparisons between different transition pairs in the study are presented.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of animations in mobile UI is getting more popular with improved displays and computing power, and can be used to improve both aesthetics and usability. In this paper, we have investigated how fast animated transitions in mobile UIs are perceived. We used animated fade out – fade in transitions of 1.4–2.2 seconds with different timings, and a zoom effect. Our findings suggest the following:

- New content should be brought up rather earlier than later despite of the effects of transition or overall duration.
- People are not easily tricked - we are pretty good in noticing that content appearing late feels slower despite of the animation.

The generalization of our findings is limited because of the number of variables and comparison pairs in the study. These were chosen in order to control the variables as well as to keep the users focused during the study. However, we believe that the obtained results are still indicative, and can provide help when designing animated transitions for mobile UIs. Comparison of different animated effects provides an interesting area for further research.
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